Heat Dissipation Schemes in AlInAs/InGaAs/InP Quantum Cascade Lasers Monitored by CCD Thermoreflectance
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Abstract: In this paper, we report on the experimental investigation of the thermal performance of lattice matched AlInAs/InGaAs/InP quantum cascade lasers. Investigated designs include double trench, single mesa, and buried heterostructures, which were grown by combined Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) techniques. The thermal characteristics of lasers are investigated by Charge-Coupled Device CCD thermoreflectance. This method allows for the fast and accurate registration of high-resolution temperature maps of the whole device. We observe different heat dissipation mechanisms for investigated geometries of Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs). From the thermal point of view, the preferred design is the buried heterostructure. The buried heterostructures structure and epi-layer down mounting help dissipate the heat generated from active core of the QCL. The experimental results are in very good agreement with theoretical predictions of heat dissipation in various device constructions.
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1. Introduction

Since first demonstration [1] of a Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs) over twenty years ago, they have become an important and attractive source of infrared radiation in an extensive wavelength range spanning the mid-infrared and terahertz regions [2–5]. QCLs have also found an increasing number of military and civilian applications in remote sensing, chemical sensing, and free-space communication systems [6,7].

However, there remains an important issue in the technology of QCLs, which is the capability to extract heat out of the laser active area in order to reduce the increase of the temperature. High temperature not only reduces most performance metrics, but it also decreases device lifetime and impairs its reliability, leading to the degradation of the laser mirror and the destruction of the device. Figure 1 shows an example image of degradation of front facet of QCL taken by optical microscopy and by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Image shows a blister on the facets of the device, formed during the catastrophic damage of laser in the vicinity of front facet.
Recently, an increased number of degradation observations is reported in the literature [8–10]. The problem is undertaken by leading research centers, mostly by theoretical analyses with very few reports concerning experimental works towards the explanation of the observed degradation modes. The experimental techniques applied, like Raman spectroscopy [11] or photoluminescence [12,13], do not allow for the mapping of surface temperature with high spatial resolution.

In order to study and understand problems of thermally induced QCL mirror degradation, an important step is to measure the temperature at small size scales, dictated by small active region dimensions on the order of several square micrometers, with high spatial and temperature resolution. Monitoring of the facet temperature is very useful for the study of the thermal processes and failure mechanisms, and also for the increased reliability and performance of QCLs, as it provides a mode for comparing different packages, geometries, and device designs.

This paper describes the comparison of heat dissipation schemes in lattice matched AlInAs/InGaAs/InP QCL with different ridge geometries and different packages. For this purpose, we have employed an experimental technique that is based on thermoreflectance spectroscopy (TR). Our implementation of the technique is based on Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) camera (CCD TR), which is characterized by high spatial and temperature resolution, and, at the same time, short measurement time [14]. Experimental results are compared to results of numerical heat transfer modeling based on the commercial finite element solver [15].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Investigated Samples

The study of thermal properties was performed for lattice matched AlInAs/InGaAs/InP QCLs grown by hybrid technology MBE (Molecular Beam Epitaxy) + MOVPE (Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy), designed for emission at about ~9.2 μm. The MOVPE overgrowth was performed in order to form optimum waveguiding layers. Growth of the active region was performed by solid source MBE on Riber Compact 21T reactor. MOVPE overgrowth was performed using AIXTRON 3 × 2” FT LP-MOVPE system with vertical, shower-head reactor. The AlInAs/InGaAs active region of the laser was grown on lightly doped (n = 2 × 10^{17} cm^{-3}) InP substrate serving as a lower waveguide. The InP top waveguide consisted of 1.5 μm, n = 4 × 10^{16} cm^{-3} layer, followed by 1.5 μm, n = 1 × 10^{17} cm^{-3} layer. The whole structure was completed by highly doped (n = 8 × 10^{18} cm^{-3}) contact layer. In this design, the AlInAs MBE grown waveguide (first proposed by Faist et al. [16]) is replaced by InP cladding. This symmetrizes the refractive index profile, enhances the confinement due to higher refractive index contrast, and improves heat extraction, as the thermal conductivity of InP is much better (68 Wm^{-1} K^{-1}) than for AlInAs (5 Wcm^{-1} K^{-1}) [17]. The details of the layer structure of the laser are listed in the Table 1.

Figure 1. Degradation of front facet of Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCL) evidenced by optical microscopy (a) and by scanning electron microscopy (b). (SEM photo by courtesy of A. Czerwiński, ITE).
The layer sequence of lattice matched Al$_{0.48}$In$_{0.52}$As/In$_{0.53}$Ga$_{0.47}$As/InP QCL structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Doping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>500 nm</td>
<td>InP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveguide (MOVPE)</td>
<td>1.5 μm</td>
<td>InP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveguide (MOVPE)</td>
<td>1.5 μm</td>
<td>InP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveguide (MOVPE)</td>
<td>500 nm</td>
<td>InGaAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Region</td>
<td>500 nm</td>
<td>InGaAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>1.5 μm</td>
<td>InP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveguide (MOVPE)</td>
<td>1.5 μm</td>
<td>InP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveguide (MOVPE)</td>
<td>500 μm</td>
<td>InP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substrate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 2-inch epitaxial wafer of AlInAs/InGaAs/InP QCL was divided into quarters, subsequently fabricated into four sets of devices that were differing in ridge geometry and assembly type. The types of devices were as follows: the lasers of set A were processed in standard double trench (DT) technology and mounted epi-layer side down, set B was processed into buried heterostructure (BH) and mounted epi-layer side up, set C was processed into buried heterostructure (BH) and mounted epi-layer side down, and set D was processed into single mesa geometry (SM) and mounted epi-layer side up. Schematic drawings of these geometries are shown in Figure 2. In all of the cases, laser chips were indium soldered to the copper heatsink.

![Schematic drawings of lattice matched AlInAs/InGaAs/InP QCL growth by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) + Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) technology.](image)

**Figure 2.** Schematic drawings of lattice matched AlInAs/InGaAs/InP QCL growth by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) + Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) technology, processed in different geometries: (a) double trench (DT) mounted epi-layer side down, (b) buried heterostructure (BH) mounted epi-layer side up, (c) BH mounted epi-layer side down, and (d) single mesa geometry (SM) mounted epi-layer side up.

### 2.2. CCD Thermoreflectance Spectroscopy

TR spectroscopy was used in order to gain insight into the thermal properties of investigated QCLs. TR spectroscopy relies on a measurement of the change of reflectance spectrum that is caused by periodic variation of the temperature of the sample [18]. Modulation of temperature is obtained by operating device in a pulsed mode; the device is heating up during the pulse and cools down to heatsink temperature between pulses. The variation of the sample reflectance ($\Delta R$) is related to the temperature variation ($\Delta T$) through the following relation:

$$\Delta T = \left( \frac{1}{\frac{\partial R}{\partial T}} \right)^{-1} \Delta R = C_{TR} \frac{\Delta R}{R}$$

(1)
Relative change in the optical reflectance per unit temperature change is termed the thermoreflectance coefficient ($C_{TR}$). The $C_{TR}$ varies strongly with material and the probe beam wavelength, and its typical magnitude ranges from $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-4}$ for metals and semiconductors.

Thermoreflectance measurements can be realized in two experimental configurations. The CCD TR [14,19], in which a lamp with narrow bandpass filters or a LED illuminator is used to produce the probe light (spectrally narrow) and the whole thermal image is stored in one snapshot by CCD camera. In the other configuration, known as classical or focused laser beam configuration [20–22], the appropriate laser line is used as a probe beam for examining the structure. The thermal image is registered by scanning the sample surface point by point. CCD TR was employed for the registration of thermal maps of the front facet of QCLs, as it provides a high speed of registration of the temperature image and sufficient spatial resolution that is required to reveal subtle construction details of the laser. More details concerning the experimental setup and measurement methodology can be found in our previous paper [23]. Thermal management in QCLs was also studied numerically, with a thermal model that was based on the commercial finite element solver [15]. Internal temperature rises, as well as the influence of different mounting options and device geometries on thermal performance of lasers were studied. Figure 3 presents the actual geometry that was used for the simulation process of all tested devices. In this work, we have performed steady state, two-dimensional (2D) simulation of heat transport.

**Figure 3.** Actual input geometries of a QCL used in the two-dimensional (2D) model, (a) DT mounted epi-layer side down, (b) BH mounted epi-layer side up, (c) BH mounted epi-layer side down, and (d) SM mounted epi-layer side up. Calculations were performed on the nonuniform computational mesh. For clarity, mesh density was decreased.
3. Results

In this part, experimental results of the thermal investigation of four sets of lasers differing in ridge geometry and assembly type will be presented.

Set A-DT lasers were fabricated from MBE grown wafers with MOVPE overgrowth of top InP waveguide using standard processing technology, i.e., wet etching and Si$_3$N$_4$ for electrical insulation. The low resistivity, RTA alloyed at 370 °C for 60 s, Ti/Pt/Au ohmic contacts to epi-side, and AuGe/Ni/Au at the substrate side of the device were used. For current injection, windows were opened through the insulator with width 15 µm. The individual cleaved lasers, 2 mm long were soldered epi-side down to Au-plated AlN submount, and then to copper mounts. Set B-BH devices were grown using additional MOVPE regrowth step. The structure was processed to define ridges. In the next step, ridges were protected by Si$_3$N$_4$ dielectric layers [24]. Finally, the wafer was regrown with InP:Fe insulating layer. The last step is to remove the Si$_3$N$_4$ layers and deposit metallic contact layers. The set B lasers were mounted epi-layer side up. Set C devices were grown and processed as BH geometry using the same technology as set B, but contrary to the previous case were mounted epi-side down. The final group of investigated devices (set D) were grown using the same technology like set A devices; i.e., hybrid approach combining MBE grown of AlInAs/InGaAs active region with MOVPE grown InP waveguide layer, and then processed into SM geometry and mounted epi-side up.

Figure 4 shows room temperature (RT), light-current-voltage (LIV) characteristics for all the sets of investigated QCLs. The data were collected in pulsed operation mode using 200 ns current pulses with 5 kHz repetition rate at RT. The inset shows emission spectrum registered at RT and the current density of J = 4.0 kA/cm$^2$. The measurement conditions were chosen to make sure that there is no heating of the devices, so any changes in the observed characteristics are result exclusively from the differences in the device design. The LIV characteristics measured at the 10 µs pulses and 20 kHz repetition rate (supply conditions used for thermoreflectance measurements) are presented in Figure 4. The increase of threshold current density in case of the increased duty cycle is clearly visible. This is a result of increased heating of the devices.

We have performed CCD TR measurements for investigated device groups. In case of TR measurements, an important part of the measurement is the determination of the calibration coefficient $C_{TR}$. Such calibration was performed for each device. Details on the calibration procedure can be found in [23]. The $C_{TR}$ for InP region is $4 \times 10^{-5}$ and for Active Region (AR) layers, an average value of $C_{TR}$ is $5.2 \times 10^{-5}$.

Devices were characterized in terms of facet temperatures during different operating conditions (current $I = 0.45$ A ($J = 1.5$ kA/cm$^2$) and $I = 1.2$ A ($J = 4.0$ kA/cm$^2$). The results that are presented in this work refer to pulse operation with frequency $f = 20$ kHz and pulse width $\tau = 10$ µs. The bottom side of the laser submount was temperature stabilized at $T_{HS} = 25$ °C using Peltier cell. Figure 5 presents temperature distribution maps on the front facet for all investigated laser designs, recorded for driving current $I = 1.2$ A ($J = 4.0$ kA/cm$^2$).

For DT lasers that are mounted epi-layer side down, the maximum temperature increase equals $\Delta T = 105$ K for driving current $J = 4.0$ kA/cm$^2$, and is localized mainly in the active area. We observe temperature distribution, with heat primarily escaping by upper cladding and through the substrate, with the temperature reaching that of the heat-sink at the distance of approximately 30 µm. For BH lasers, InP:Fe improves device thermal performance allowing for heat to escape from the active region in the plane of the active region layers. Laterally overgrowing ridge waveguide with InP:Fe increases the efficiency of heat removal from the active region. The BH approach combined with epi-layer down mounting allowed for the lowering of the internal temperature of the active area due to the shorter heat transfer path to the heatsink. We observed the reduction of the heat piled-up in the active core region. The maximum $\Delta T$ decreases down to 80 K at $J = 4.0$ kA/cm$^2$. In this configuration, also a substantial amount of heat is removed upward through thick InP substrate with high thermal conductivity. The BH lasers, epi-layer side up bonded do not show such improvement of thermal properties. The temperature increase in the active region reaches $\Delta T = 140$ K for driving current
J = 4.0 kA/cm². Finally, the SM epi-layer up mounted devices definitely show the worst thermal properties when compared to all of the so far discussed devices. For the SM devices, we observe the temperature of the active region increases by $\Delta T = 160$ K at $J = 4.0$ kA/cm².

Figure 4. Light-current-voltage (LIV) characteristics for investigated QCLs: (a) DT epi-layer down mounted, (b) BH epi-layer up mounted, (c) BH epi-layer down mounted, and (d) SM epi-layer up mounted. The data were collected at RT in pulsed operation mode using 200 ns current pulses with 5 kHz repetition rate, as well as 10 $\mu$s current pulses with 5 kHz repetition rate. Insets show emission spectra at RT and the current density of $J = 4.0$ kA/cm².

The horizontal temperature line scans across the laser facet at the center of the active area for all types of investigated lasers are presented in Figure 6. Once again, it can be seen that BH approach combined with epi-layer down mounting shows superior thermal properties. Contrary to all the other cases, we do not observe heat accumulation in the top InP waveguide. The temperature increase at the interface between laser chip and the heat sink goes to zero. This is not the case of BH epi-layer up mounted laser, where the temperature at the top of the laser chip can be even 60 K higher than the temperature of the heat sink. For SM epi-layer up mounted laser, we observe a similar, although less pronounced, thermal behaviour.
Figure 5. Temperature distribution maps on the front facet of AlInAs/InGaAs/InP QCLs, measured for pulse width 10 µs and frequency 20 kHz for driving currents density 4.0 kA/cm²: (a) DT epi-layer down mounted, (b) BH epi-layer up mounted, (c) BH epi-layer down mounted, and (d) SM epi-layer up mounted.

Figure 6. Temperature distribution line scans across the laser facet, taken at the center of the active area perpendicular to the epitaxial layers for different values of driving current: (a) DT epi-layer down mounted, (b) BH epi-layer up mounted, (c) BH epi-layer down mounted, and (d) SM epi-layer up mounted.
4. Discussion

A summary of all the experimental results and comparison with numerical simulations is given in present section. The thermal properties of different geometry and mounting configuration of lattice matched AllnAs/InGaAs/InP QCLs are discussed. In Figure 7, we present the comparison of vertical line scans that are registered at the same current density $J_{th} = 4.0\ \text{kA/cm}^2$ and maximal temperature change as a function of current density for all of the investigated types of QCLs. We observe that maximal temperature increase is in all cases is localized in the active area, and is the highest for group D devices processed into SM geometry and mounted epi-layer up (Figure 7a). The superior temperature properties are exhibited by set C devices, processed as BH and mounted epi-layer side down. The BH epi-layer side down mounted device shows the efficiency of heat removal from the active region two times better than SM epi-layer side up mounted devices for all of the currents (Figure 7b).

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** (a) Temperature distribution line scans across the laser facet, taken at the center of the active area perpendicular to the epitaxial layers and (b) maximum temperature increases as a function of current density for all investigated types of QCLs.

Further insight into mechanisms of heat dissipation in different QCL construction is provided by the study of temperature distribution profiles in selected directions. Figure 8 presents enlarged thermoreflectance maps, together with horizontal and vertical line scans, for each of the examined group of lasers.

The maps are recorded at the same experimental conditions; pulse width 10 $\mu$s, frequency 20 kHz and driving current density 4.0 kA/cm$^2$. The enlarged temperature distribution maps ($20\ \mu\text{m} \times 10\ \mu\text{m}$) cover the active area. We clearly see differences in direction and way of heat dissipation from the active area for different ridge configurations. The essential features of heat dissipation can be summarized as follows:

- For epi-layer down mounted DT (Set A), the horizontal line scan that is taken in the center of the active area, parallel to the epitaxial layers, shows almost uniform heat distribution in the active area. The difference in temperature between the middle and the edges of the active area equals ~8 K, which amounts to 7.6% of the total increase of temperature in the active region. The vertical line scan, taken in the center of the active area perpendicular to the epitaxial layers, shows symmetrical heat dissipation in the direction of upper waveguide/heat sink and lower waveguide/substrate.

- For epi-layer up mounted BH QCLs (Set B), the horizontal line scan shows non-uniform heat distribution in the active area. The difference in temperature between the middle and the edges of the active area equals ~100 K, which amounts to 71% of the total increase of temperature in the active region. The large gradients of temperature witness the presence of substantial heat fluxes in the lateral direction. The improved lateral heat extraction results from the presence of InP:Fe layers
in the direct neighbourhood of the active region and the lack of low thermal conductivity Si$_3$N$_4$ layer. This is the exact opposite situation to DT devices, where ridge sidewalls are dielectrically insulated and the only mechanism of lateral heat extraction is convection. Nevertheless the overall thermal performance of epi-layer up mounted BH QCL is poor. The reason for that is inefficient heat extraction from the upper waveguide, as evidenced by asymmetric vertical temperature scan.

- For epi-layer down mounted BH QCLs (Set C), the horizontal line scan shows the same behaviour as for epi-layer up mounted BH QCL. The vertical line scan shows efficient heat extraction towards heat-sink located near the active area, which results in the twofold reduction in heat accumulation in the active region. This type of processing and assembling results in best temperature performance from all of the considered designs.

- For epi-layer up mounted SM QCLs (Set D), almost uniform heat distribution in the active area plane, very poor heat removal from the top and side and the highest temperature increase in the active region is observed.

The horizontal temperature line scans taken parallel to the epitaxial layers, and vertical temperature line scans taken perpendicular to the epitaxial layers recorded at the same current density $J_{th} = 4.0$ kA/cm$^2$ for all four groups of investigated QCLs are plotted together in Figure 9. The difference in heat extraction in both directions and superiority of epi-layer side down BH design are clearly visible.

The influence of different mounting options and device geometries on the thermal performance of lasers was also studied numerically with a thermal QCL model based on the commercial finite element solver [14]. Below, we present temperature distribution line scans across the facet, taken at the center of the active area perpendicular to the epitaxial layers for different types of lasers studied (Figure 10a) and a comparison of the calculated profile with experimental line scan for epi-layer side down mounted BH laser (Figure 10b). Calculations have been done for dissipated power density in the active region $P_{DEN} = 2.2 \times 10^{14}$ W/m$^3$ equivalent to current density $J_{th} = 4.0$ kA/cm$^2$.

![Figure 8. Cont.](image-url)
The influence of different mounting options and device designs on the thermal performance of QCLs was also studied numerically with a thermal QCL model based on the commercial finite element solver [14].

The temperature distribution line scans across the facet, taken at the center of the active area perpendicular to the epitaxial layers for different types of lasers studied (Figure 10). The temperature distribution line scans across the facet taken parallel to the epitaxial layers (Figure 9).

Figure 8. Enlarged temperature distribution maps on the front facet and horizontal plus vertical line scans of AllInAs/InGaAs/InP QCLs, for four investigated groups of AllInAs/InGaAs/InP QCLs: (a) epi-layer down mounted DT; (b) epi-layer up mounted BH; (c) epi-layer down mounted BH; and, (d) epi-layer up mounted SM; registered for the same experimental conditions: pulse width 10 μs, frequency 20 kHz and driving current density 4.0 kA/cm².

Figure 9. Temperature distribution line scans across the facet taken parallel to the epitaxial layers (a) and vertical temperature line scans taken perpendicular to the epitaxial layers (b) recorded at the same current density \( J_{th} = 4.0 \) kA/cm².

Figure 11 shows calculated temperature distribution maps for AllInAs/InGaAs/InP QCLs with different mounting options and device designs at constant current density \( J = 4.0 \) kA/cm² (\( P_{DEN} \sim 2.2 \times 10^{14} \) W/m³).
Calculations have been done for dissipated power density in acet, taken at 

Figure 10. The temperature distribution line scans across the facet, taken at the center of the active area perpendicular to the epitaxial layers for different types of lasers studied (a) and comparison of the calculated profile with experimental line scan for epi-layer side down mounted BH laser (b).

Figure 11. Comparison of calculated temperature distribution maps for AlInAs/InGaAs/InP QCLs: (a) epi-layer down mounted DT; (b) epi-layer up mounted BH; (c) epi-layer down mounted BH; and, (d) epi-layer up mounted SM; calculated for constant current density $J = 4.0 \text{kA/cm}^2$ ($P_{\text{DEN}} = 2.2 \times 10^{14} \text{W/m}^3$).

Figure 12 shows heat flux configurations for BH epi-layer down mounted laser. It can be seen, that for this configuration, 49% of total heat escaping from the active region flows through the interface
between the top waveguide and the gold layer and down into heat sink. Nevertheless, the amount of heat flowing upward into the substrate due to the high thermal conductivity of InP is still appreciable and amounts to 35%. Both downward and upward fluxes dominate over lateral fluxes, which amount to 8% on each side.

![Figure 12](image)

**Figure 12.** Heat flux configuration for BH epi-layer down mounted QCL.

Table 2 presents summary of obtained experimental and numerical results of analysis of thermal properties of studied QCLs that are prepared in different packaging technologies and device designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QCL STRUCTURE</th>
<th>Max ΔT(K) Experiment</th>
<th>Max ΔT(K) Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT_DOWN</td>
<td>105 K</td>
<td>100 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BH_DOWN</td>
<td>80 K</td>
<td>70 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BH_UP</td>
<td>140 K</td>
<td>150 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM_UP</td>
<td>160 K</td>
<td>160 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both experiment and calculations show quite a large difference in temperature increase between epi-layer down and epi-layer up mounted BH lasers. The improvement of thermal properties of epi-layer down lasers has a direct consequence of lowering threshold current density, which is highly desirable property.

**5. Conclusions**

In this paper, we report on the experimental investigation of the thermal performance of lattice matched AllnAs/InGaAs/InP quantum cascade lasers. Investigated designs included DT, SM, and BH, grown by combined MBE and MOVPE techniques. For BH lasers additional MOVPE overgrowth has been performed. The thermal characteristics of lasers were investigated by CCD thermoreflectance. This method allowed for the registration of high-resolution temperature maps of the whole device facet in several seconds. The CCD-TR proved itself to be a very accurate thermometric technique, opening new possibilities for the optimization of laser’s design and degradation studies. We observed different heat dissipation mechanisms for investigated geometries of QCLs. From the thermal point of view, the preferred design is the buried heterostructure. The BH structure and epi-layer side down mounting help dissipate the heat generated from active core of the QCL roughly twice more effective.
than other designs. The experimental results are in very good agreement with theoretical predictions of heat dissipation in various device constructions.
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